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2021-22 School Field Trips COVID 19 

Precaution Protocols 
   

Santa Rosa Plateau 

SRP Reserve staff and volunteers are following guidelines by the CA Dept. of Public Health, Riverside 
County Public Health, as well as those protocols established by Riverside School Districts. As per 
these guidelines, adults and students must wear a mask while indoors, but masks are not required 
outdoors. As requirements and recommendations evolve, we will adapt our field trips protocols. 

Field trips are held outdoors. 

Students disperse from their bus outside, are organized into groups (10-17 students) outside and 

enjoy all activities in the backyard area and on trails. 

            (We can longer offer rainy day indoor programs as we did in the past.) 

Outdoor activities: 

Small, chaperoned groups walk along abbreviated trails led by a trained docent. 

SRP Reserve field trip participants do not make crafts.   

Interpretive tables (6-8 tables) are located outside in the shade of the stage and spaced out under 

shade shelters on the back deck.  

Hand sanitation stations are on each table.   

Masks are required indoors: ((Restrooms are indoors)) 

Enter from the back porch of the Visitor Center.  

3 stalls in female restroom.   

2 stalls and wall urinal in male bathroom. 

2 sinks in each bathroom. 

 *One porta-potty is in the front parking lot. 

Protocol - clean bathrooms each morning. 

Possible lunch option:  

Outside picnic tables on backyard on DG under shade shelters  

Pre-field trip quiz: 

Students will take a Pre-field quiz at school prior to attending the field trip.  

Teachers will bring the completed Pre-field trip quizzes to the field trip in an envelope. Students 

are given a Post-field trip quiz after their trail program. (Students may keep the pencil used for 

the quiz.). Quizzes will be collected in baskets or envelopes.   

Data from Pre and Post quizzes is gathered for grants to enhance learning opportunities. 


